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ABSTRACT

The conformational preferences of N,N-dimethylsuccinamic acid and its Liþ salt were estimated by comparing the respective experimental NMR
vicinal proton�proton coupling constants to semiempirical coupling constants for each staggered conformer as derived by the Haasnoot�
De Leeuw�Altona method. The strong gauche preferences for the Liþ salts clearly depended more on the solvents’ hydrogen-bond donating
strength (R) than on their hydrogen-bond accepting (β) counterpart, where R and β are the corresponding Kamlet�Taft parameters.

Simple 1,2-disubstituted ethane systems (XCH2CH2Y),
with staggered conformers corresponding to gauche and
trans conformational isomers, can provide insight into the
intramolecular forces that stabilize functional groups. The
conformational studies of small molecules with peptide
subunits (amides) have been focused primarily on hydrogen
bonding induced changes. As a result, there are numerous
reports revealing the physical organic chemistry prerequi-
sites for the formation of favorable hydrogen bonding
interactions.1,2 In contrast, metal�ion chelations such as
the Liþ complex have received less attention, even though
when fine-tuned, they can provide stronger stabilization.
For example, Boger et al.3 noticed profound perturbation
on the conformational equilibria of Bourvadins (bicyclic
hexapeptides natural products) upon the addition of 1 equiv
of lithium chloride.3 Also, peptide-based receptors that can
selectively bind Liþ in preference to other cations have been

designed previously.4 The addition of lithium chloride to a
solution of Cyclosporin A, a drug widely used clinically to
prevent graft rejection in organ or bone marrow transplan-
tations, led to a drastic increase in PPIase (enzyme) inhibi-
tion through the formation of different Liþ complexes
depending on the lithium chloride concentration.5

In this research, the conformational preferences ofN,N-
dimethylsuccinamic acid (1) and its Liþ and N(Bu)4

þ

complexes (2 and 3, respectively) were estimated in differ-
ent solvents by comparing the semiempirical constants for
each conformer derived by the Haasnoot�De Leeuw�
Altona (HLA)method6 to the time-averaged vicinal proton�
proton coupling constants observed experimentally.
In order to obtain the population of each conformer

(gauche and trans), the experimental coupling constants
(3Jobs) for

3J13 and
3J14, where

3J23=
3J14 and

3J24=
3J13,

for 1, 2, and 3 were compared to their respective predicted
(theoretical) values according to eq 1: Fg and Ft represent
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the fractions of gauche and trans respectively.

Jij(obs) ¼ Jij(gauche)Fg þ Jij(trans)Ft ð1Þ
Note here Fg þ Ft = 1. The theoretical 3J13 and 3J14

values were calculated according to Haasnoot�Altona’s
method6 (eq 2), where φ is the dihedral angle and λi is the
empirical electronegativity variables for substituent groups.
3JHH ¼ 14:63 cos2 φij � 0:78 cosφij þ 0:60þ�λi[0:34

� 2:31 cos2(ζiφij þ 18:4jλij)] ð2Þ

The λi values for �CO2
�, �CO2H, and �CONMe2

functional groups were those provided by Altona and co-
workers.7 The parameter ζi can beþ1 or�1 depending on
the relative orientation of the substituent i. The essential
dihedral angles (φ) for the gauche and trans conformers
were derived from the optimized structures using the
B3LYP/6-31þG(2d,2p) level of computational theory.8

The alternative to the computational approach is to as-
sume that the dihedral angles were idealized (perfectly
staggered), i.e. 60� (φg) and 180� (φt) for gauche and trans
angles, respectively. However, such assumptions often
overestimate the percentage of gauche conformers.9,10

The graphical representation of the optimized structures
is shown in Figure 1.
To account for solvation effects in our computational

modeling, the integral equation formalism polarizable con-
tinuum model (IEF�PCM) option of the Gaussian pro-
gram was used.8 However, no significant changes were
noticed in the dihedral angles with solvent variation.
For 1, φg was calculated to be 76.7�; this value is

similar to 74((4)� experimentally obtained for succinate
(monoanion) in liquid crystal media.11 In the case of 2, φg
was calculated to be much smaller (49.5�)

The symmetrical placement of the Liþ between the two
carboxylate oxygens meant that a contracted φg was
required to yield a compact gauche conformation (shown
in Figure 1c). The calculated Li�O distances found for
gauche-2 (1.93�1.96 Å, Figure 1c) are within the experi-
mental bond lengths (1.90�2.67 Å) observed in X-ray
crystal structures.12,13 However, for trans-2 (Figure 1d),
the value of∼1.85 Å appears somewhat underestimated by
this level of computation. In addition, aggregate forma-
tions,which are prominent in solid state structures,were not
considered in the solution-based computational modeling.

Figure 1. DFT-optimized structures for the gauche and trans
conformers of 1 and 2 using the B3LYP/6-31þG(2d,2p) level of
theory in the gas phase.

Table 1. Measured Vicinal 1H�1H Coupling Constants for
N,N-Dimethylsuccinamic Acid and Its Liþ andN(Bu)4

þ Salts in
a Selection of Deuterated Protic and Aprotic Solvents

DMSA 1 Liþ Salt 2 N(Bu)4
þ Salt 3

solvent 3J13
3J14

3J13
3J14

3J13
3J14

Aprotic

CDCl3 5.27 7.78 6.16 7.99 6.22 9.20

DMSO 5.55 7.70 6.02 8.13 6.03 9.31

Acetone 5.55 7.74 4.63 7.99 6.16 9.40

MeCN 5.25 7.51 5.38 8.15 6.45 8.56

Protic

D2O 5.51 7.65 6.59 8.33 6.49 8.48

MeOD 5.61 7.65 6.31 8.84 6.22 9.28

EtOD 5.85 7.67 6.89 8.24 5.86 10.00

i-PrOD 6.47 7.19 6.86 7.17 5.73 10.45

Table 2. Equilibrium Gauche Fraction (Fg) of N,N-Dimethyl-
succinamic Acid and Its Liþ and N(Bu)4

þ Salts in a Selection of
Deuterated Protic and Aprotic Solvents

DMSA (1) Liþ salt (2) N(Bu)4
þ salt (3)

solvent Ra βa Fg (b Fg (b Fg (b

Aprotic

CDCl3 0.20 0.10 0.68 0.02 0.98 0.02 0.39 0.01

DMSO 0.00 0.76 0.66 0.01 1.00 0.03 0.37 0.02

Acetone 0.08 0.43 0.66 0.01 1.03 0.06 0.38 0.01

MeCN 0.15 0.40 0.66 0.03 1.05 0.04 0.44 0.01

Protic

D2O 1.17 0.47 0.64 0.04 0.68 0.03 0.44 0.02

MeOD 0.98 0.66 0.64 0.01 0.62 0.03 0.39 0.01

EtOD 0.86 0.75 0.64 0.01 0.72 0.02 0.33 0.02

i-PrOD 0.80 0.84 0.58 0.02 0.84 0.05 0.31 0.01

aObtained from ref 13. bThe ( columns represent the deviation of
gauche fraction calculated from J13 and J14 coupling constants.
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For both 1 and 2, φt was calculated to be∼178� (177.9�
for 1; and 178.4� for 2). Unfortunately, no gauche con-
formation could be modeled for 3 because the resulting
optimized structures in modeling both the gauche and the
trans conformers produced the same low-energy structure
with identical geometry.
In this case, for practical purposes, we assumed that

φg = 60� and φt = 180�. Table 1 shows the experimental
1H�1H vicinal coupling constants for 1, 2, and 3.
With the dihedral angles and coupling constants in hand,

the next task is to establish the population of each con-
former. Because there are two possible gauche conformers
and one trans conformer around the single “CH2�CH2”
bond of simple ethane systems, anFg of 0.67 is the statistical
value that reflects no conformational preferences. An Fg >
0.67 indicates a preference for the gauche conformer, while
an Fg < 0.67 means the trans isomer is preferred instead.
For Liþ complex 2, there is a notable conformational
change associated with solvent hydrogen-bond strength
because Fg was greater than 0.67 in all the solvents except
for methanol (Table 2). In aprotic solvents, the Liþ

complex (2) displayed gauche preferences greater than
99% (Fg= 1.02( 0.03, average of four solvents), but this
value drops in the protic solvents to amaximum of 0.84(
0.05 in 2-propanol and a minimum of 0.62 ( 0.03 in
methanol.
Surprisingly, 3 showed no preference for the gauche

conformer in any of the solvents used. In fact, Fg did not
exceed 0.44, which indicates the dominance of the trans
isomer. Why would different cation counterions cause a
profound change on the conformational preferences of the
anion of 1? In light of the apparent solvent effect, one
possible explanation to rationalize the observed trend is the
solute and solvent interactions. It appears that the bulky
þN(Bu)4 counterion in 3 might be expected to form a
weaker complex with the carboxylate anion than Liþ in 2.
As a result, 3 might be easily solvated through solute�
solvent hydrogen-bonding interactions involving the car-
boxylate anion, where the solvent is a protic hydrogen-
bonding donor. The solvation of the ‘free’ carboxylate
through hydrogen bonding should favor the trans confor-
mer because solvent molecules can access the carboxylate
anion more readily in this form than in the gauche isomer.
Furthermore, given the relative small size of Liþ, it appears
as though Liþ could fit snugly between the oxygens of the
carboxylatewhile chelating to the amide oxygen’s lone pair
in a Lewis acid fashion (Figure 1c). This arrangement
should enable the positive charge on Liþ to be delocalized
onto the oxygen and stabilize the gauche conformation in
the process.
The R and β Kamlet�Taft solvent parameters14,15 are

useful for quantifying hydrogen-bond donating and accept-
ing strengths of solvents, respectively. Only solvents with
hydrogen-bond donating abilities are capable of sol-
vating the carboxylate anion, thereby, disrupting the

preference for gauche, as in the case of protic solvents.
Our data for 2 show a roughly linear correlation for the
plot between Fg and R values (R2 = 0.90), but not for the
Fg and β plot (R2 = 0.16) (Figure 2). These results give
credence to the notion that solute�solvent hydrogen bond-
ing interactions play an important role in the conforma-
tional equilibrium of the ionized species (2 and 3). The
preference for gauche can be directly related to the solvents’
R-values through the linear equation: Fg = 1.05 � 0.35R
derived from the plot (Figure 2). Other solvent parameters,
such as polarity (ET(30)) anddielectric constants (ε), did not
provide reasonable trends.
In the caseof1, only the statisticalFg values (∼0.67)were

observed with aprotic solvents. It is worthmentioning that
computational modeling in the gas phase predicted the
gauche isomer of 1 (Figure 1a) to be 2.55 kcal/mol more
stable than the trans isomer (Figure 1b).

However, no such preference was noticed in the NMR
solution experiment. In protic solvents, where no intramo-
lecular hydrogen bond is expected, Fg values were, how-
ever, slightly lower than statistical values (0.64�0.58). This
small change suggests that the strength of the intramolec-
ular hydrogen bonding that may or may not be present
was too weak to cause a noticeable conformational pre-
ference. The inconsistency between the computed relative
energies and the lack of gauche preference from the exper-
imental result could stem from the fact that computational
modeling generally underestimates stabilization due to
intermolecular interactions.

Figure 2. (a) Comparison of Kamlet�Taft solvent parameters
(R) and fraction of gauche (Fg). (a) Comparison ofKamlet�Taft
solvent parameters (β) and fraction of gauche (Fg).
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In summary, although Liþ has been known to induce
conformational changes in organic molecules, this study
represents an interesting example of isolating the effect of
various protic and aprotic solvents. We have shown here
that the solvent’s hydrogen-bond donor propensity (R)
was more important than the hydrogen�bond acceptor
counterpart’s propensity (β).
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